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Ben DeSoto MY MOM IS DYING On display are photos of my mother - technically alive but unconscious and unresponsive due 

to an infection post operation to place her pacemaker deeper into her body.   The manner of 

display is a variation of the early  stereo photo viewer, the brain fusing the two images into 

one, full of depth. Standing at the right distance, the viewer's mind will fuse the two images 

together, blending focus on unfocused fields, a low tech solution to keep everything in focus. 

The images represent the real problems of humanity both in perception and in mechanics.  The 

sharp focus is on my mother in the image at the left and the focus is on the machinery in the 

image to the right.  Adela Zamora DeSoto was 85 years old, a mother to 8 children and survived 

her husband by 17 years after 52 years of marriage. During the course of her life, my mother 

had seen technology change the world around her and she often exclaimed, "What will they do 

next?" Her story is a cautionary tale about the need to have detailed, well thought out "do not 

resuscitate"• or DNR orders, human reason to balance technological might.
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Joni Kabana SELAM The people who work in the markets in Ethiopia are among the most hard working people on 

Earth. They work day into night into day, carrying heavy loads, moving bags of lentils, keeping 

animals in line, and fetching things for their own family, if they have one. They are alert, street 

smart, and can deftly maneuver the chaos that is present in every market.  They are heroic in 

stance, standing vigilant for anything that comes their way or is asked of them. This series of 

images explores the goods that are sold, the clothing that is worn, and the various personalities 

that are found within the market settings in Ethiopia.
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Barbara Doran BINARY CITIZEN - 

TRIPTYCH

Binary Citizen Life in a contemporary and globalizing world is increasingly organized through 

infinitudes of binary distinctions. Everywhere we go we encounter biophysical systems 

patterned, digested and morphed through invisible, binary hypertext. Our lives are morphed 

with measurements, quantities and technologies so much so that numbers are mundane 

elements of our landscape. Binary citizen explores the profound marks of living in the age 

shaped through hypertext while also seeking to arouse a sense of global citizenship by drawing 

attention to macro patterns that connect us. Throughout time and place, we have marked our 

bodies as sites for and of cultural creation. Here, binary numbers mark the skin of a hybrid 

figure reflecting something tribal, technical and contemporary. The triptych reflects three faces 

of dynamic, bioethical balance – hope, determination and reflection. Their gazes call for an 

embodied recognition of the diverse delicacies and inter relationships of our biophysical being, 

for it is the very medium that helps give us a sense of presence as we intersect with what is 

seen and unseen - known and unknown, as we seek to co-habit this planet.
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Jerry Galea Afar Women of 

Ethiopia

Lakqo is Forty Four and has nine children, six sheep, ten cows and fifteen goats. Lakqo is a 

strong, able and confident woman. Her understanding of life is day to day, caring for her cattle 

and feeding her family. All she wants is her children to have a better life then hers.
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DELL'AMORE - 
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The modern world we live in often does not acknowledge the concept of human dignity. 

Through this documentary I hope to make viewers reflect on the protection of human dignity 

and fundamental rights, compassion, love and bioethics by acknowledging terminal fetuses• as 

unique and unrepeatable human beings from their very beginning inside the mother's womb. 

These children haven't even been born yet but they are already affected by terminal illnesses 

which will cause their death shortly after birth.  Getting "inside"• those moments of life is like 

living and sharing them with these babies' parents, aware that the choice they made “to 

accompany their children until the natural outcome of their illness“ will turn their children into 

drops of eternity. This is why it is crucial for viewers to approach this documentary with respect 

and an open heart. When we decide to embrace a child that is meant for heaven, their rare 

moments of life are like the most precious diamonds. My job is to capture these moments, the 

highest expression of the infinite love between a newborn and his parents. Knowing that you 

can enshrine these moments in a single frame is a priceless feeling, like recognizing the eternity 

of their fleeting passage.
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